Human Dignity and Humiliation Studies

(Please complete the information below)

Your Name:
Dr NACHIKETA MITTAL

Contact Information:
Mobile: 404.401.1038 (USA)/+91-9205425705 (India)
Email: mittal.nachiketa@gmail.com

Areas of Interest/Research:
Laws and policy relating to human dignity, dispute resolution, human rights and civil liberties.

What would you like to get out of this gathering?

What would you like to contribute to this gathering?
Legal research, conference paper and experience sharing by way of panel speaker to discuss far reaching implications of human dignity and humiliation issues at work place and especially in context of the developing countries and societies like India.

What does dignity mean to you and your work?
Non-negotiable value of human existence and beyond the scope of dilution by the State powers of affecting our fundamental rights.

Thank You!